CUTTING CORNUCOPIA
by Larry Adams, senior editor
Structural shapes present cutting challenges,
no matter the cutting medium

C

utting tubes and pipes
presents many challenges to
fabricators such as backstrike,
heat damage and material
distortion – and that’s not to mention
the challenges of cutting a 3-D product
in a 2-D world. It seems that the nature
of cutting structural tubes, no matter
the method, can present difficulties
that are not seen in the flat sheet metal
world of fabrication.

one industry. There are many, many
others that are utilizing tubes in greater
numbers.”

In recent years, suppliers of tube cutting
equipment have seen increased demand
for cut-to-size and finished tubes and
pipes across a broad range of industries.

In the past, cutting a tube was a manual
affair. Chalk was often used to note
end cuts and to mark needed cutouts.
Hand torches would remove material,
and then grinding operations would
prep the piece so that other pipes and
components could be welded to it.
Hopefully, nothing went wrong during
each step.

“People are realizing that there are a lot
of advantages to building structures
with tubes as opposed to using heavier
metals,” says Dave Gilmore, senior
applications engineer for Trumpf Inc.
“The automotive industry, for instance,
is using more tubes because they are
lightweight and strong. That’s just

As demand grew, Trumpf and other
equipment suppliers released new
products to help fabricators produce
greater volumes of tubes. Equally
important, these new features helped
improve quality and reduce waste.

A manual affair

Today, there are many methods of
cutting tubes and pipes, including
bandsaws, cut-off saws, laser

A BLM Group laser cutting machine finishes a complex
tubular part.
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Software can best
calculate cutting patterns
to achieve bevels and
other precision shape
cutting and reduce error.

Part programming makes cutting parts easy and takes the layout out of the hands of
the machine operator.

cutters, even waterjet machining.
These machines can handle longer,
heavier feed stock and can do ever
more complicated cuts for pre-cut
components.
These new machines feature advanced
clamping and material handling
equipment as well as cameras,
sensors and software that more
accurately position tubes and cutting
heads for processing. Cutting heads
have multiple axes and freedom of
movement to make cuts throughout
the tube. Laser machines combine
traditional cutting, drilling, punching
and milling operations, which are
normally carried out in sequence, on a
single machine. One unit, the LC5 from
the BLM Group USA, combines tube
and flat sheet production in one device.
These advancements have led to
reduced setup times and material
handling. They’ve also led to less
“work in progress” inventory and the
associated storage space, suppliers
say. However, whether working with
24-ft.-long tube stock or cut-to-size
components, fabricators still face
challenges cutting tubes and pipes.

Beat the heat
One of the most challenging aspects
of cutting tubes is backstrike when the
laser cuts through the top of the piece
and strikes the underside of the tube.
Or, when energy from the laser builds
up inside and damages the component.
Mauro Corno, vice president technical
service and national product manager
laser for BLM, points to these issues as
the problems he has most often seen.
To solve these issues, the company
utilizes sophisticated software, sensors
and a knowledge base that has been
built up over the last 25 years to better
understand the cutting process.
“Using a combination of parameters
in our database, we take into account
all the variables related to the tube to
create a program that will overcome
those situations,” Corno says, adding
that this can be a simple matter of
computing material type and its
thickness to determine when to stop
the cutting operation as it pierces the
material before any damage is done.
A similar scenario is found when using
waterjet technology for cutting.
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Although waterjets can offer benefits
such as no heat-affected zones, David
Arthur, Southeast regional sales
manager for Jet Edge Inc., says, “The
biggest challenge in cutting tubes and
pipes with waterjet is that the jet not
only penetrates one wall of the pipe or
tube, but cuts through, or attempts to
cut through, the opposite wall, as well.”
He added that components with larger
diameters are not as affected because
the water stream has “less energy”
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when it reaches that opposite wall.
To be completely successful cutting
tubes and pipes with a waterjet, Arthur
recommends that sacrificial material
be inserted in the inner diameter to
take the brunt of the water stream.
For pipe stock that comes in long
lengths, Kurt Plechaty, vice president
of DoAll Sawing Products, sees his
customers cutting longer sections
so they need longer indexing
capability. The company’s saws
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feature expandable indexing to meet
customer’s length requirements. The
index starts at 2 m and extends to
6 m, which he says provides flexibility
for the requirements of cutting tubes
versus traditional metalcutting.

Cutting 3-D components
Another aspect of cutting these
products, which the flat sheet metal
world doesn’t concern itself with, is
something that is endemic to tube and
pipe – its shape.
“Tubing, like any 3-D structural shape,
is not necessarily perfectly straight.
It is not a perfect ball or shape,” says
Rick Jackson, tube laser product
sales manager, North America, LVD
Strippit. “When you’re cutting tubing,
you have to take into consideration
whether or not the tube is straight. Is it
a parallelogram or square? Did it bow
when it was moved? Trying to hit a
hole in the center of a bowed piece of
tubing is very difficult.”
One method to control these variances
is to understand the position of the
tube in relation to the cutting head
and make sure that the part is held
securely. Trumpf’s Gilmore agrees.

“Material is
very flexible.
Every time you
move it, the tube
bounces and
that movement
can compromise
tolerance.”
Mauro Corno, vice president technical
service and national product
manager laser, BLM Group USA

“Clamping techniques that each
manufacturer uses are unique to
their machines,” he says. “The design
of ours is such that we basically use
two chucks to deliver the tube [to the
cutting head], support it and reference
the tube to the cutting area.”
For instance, Trumpf’s rollers on which
a rectangular or square tube rides
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LVD Strippit’s
laser cutter
produces cuts in a
rectangular tube.

Watch as a 275-mm-outer diameter, 175-mm-inner diameter Inconel-lined iron pipe with a 50mm wall thickness is cut at 55,000 psi with 1.5 lbs. per min. of abrasive.

references the tube to the cutting
head through eight points of
contact, providing for accurate
positioning. Finding the tube’s
exact position at any one time,
however, can be a constant battle.
“Tube material is often very
flexible,” explains BLM’s Corno.
“Every time you move it, the tube
bounces and that movement can
compromise tolerances.”

A complex part
cut in 360 degrees
round using a laser
cutter from Trumpf.

BLM’s laser tube devices are NC
systems with positioning repeatability
in the range of 0.05 and 0.03 mm.
But, working with moving material,
precision levels suffer.
“The precision of the process is related
to being able to map the real shape
and dimension of the tube using
instruments and software,” he says.
“This allows us to place them
with precision.”

This graphic from Jet Edge shows
where material will be cut out of a
pipe, and a sweepolet, or pipe branch
connection, can be inserted and
welded in place.
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One feature to which Corno refers
is BLM ActiveScan feature. “It takes
a picture of the tube and it knows
exactly where the tube is,” he says.
DoAll’s automatic NC saws, including
six new dual-column, specialty tube
and pipe bandsaws for vertical cuts
and cutting profiles up to 1,400 mm
in diameter, use hydraulic positioning
with digital feedback for part position
accuracy. In addition, DoAll tube saws
utilize an aggressive cant angle that is
efficient when cutting square tubing.
The canted blade provides a more
consistent band load through the
entire cut, says Plechaty.
For its part, HGG Profiling Equipment
has introduced several machines,
including the SPC 3000 model that
offers many of these positioning
features. It clamps and rotates pipes
up to 3,000 mm in diameter in a chuck
during cutting. It features an autofocus
robot and performs 3-D cutting
routines using plasma or oxyfuel
cutting processes. It is equipped with
adjustable hydraulic pipe supports to
raise and level the pipe at the correct
height location, says John Tutino,

regional sales manager of the Americas
for HGG.

Calculated software
Cutting software has been developed
to calculate cutting patterns to achieve
bevels and other precision shape
cutting. Part programming makes
3-D tube cutting as easy as making
straight pipe cuts with beveled ends,
says Tutino.
Manually cutting pipes can present
many challenges, of which accuracy
might be the biggest. Tutino adds that
each manual step has the possibility
of adding error. For instance, pipes
that will be connected to each other
require a bevel cut that needs to be
consistent all the way around to ensure
a perfect weld fit-up.
“If the pipe is not properly cut, the
customer will need to add more time
for grinding and welding and will need
to increase the welding volume to
make up the difference,” Tutino says.
“That could lead to problems such as
a crack in the weld seam that is seen
in an X-ray and forces the company to
perform the welding process again.”
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“Industry is realizing that
there’s a lot of advantages
to building structures with
tubes as opposed to using
heavier metals.”
Dave Gilmore, senior applications engineer,
Trumpf Inc.

Tutino relates a story about Exterran, a
Houston-based fabricator of pressure
vessels for the oil and gas industry.
Prior to purchasing HGG equipment,
the company performed manual
cutting. Layout lines were drawn
in chalk by hand, shells were cut
manually and then ground to fit. The
entire process took about four hours to
make each vessel. The process required
as many as 10 people to do the job.
Since incorporating the HGG SPC1200 RB, a chuck-type stationary pipe
cutting machine combined with an
automated roller bed, pressure vessel
production has improved from 257
to 368 vessels a week, a 43 percent
increase. Only two to three people
are now required to do the job, while
virtually eliminating human error, he
says.

DoAll Sawing
Products is
launching 19
new bandsaws,
including six
geared specifically
for tube cutting.

“With the automated machine, you
download a program and the cutting
equipment moves the cutting head
to a specific location on the pipe or
the pipe might rotate to the most
appropriate spot,” Tutino says. “For
example, if the job calls for a hole with
a 33 degree bevel in a specific location

on the vessel that is exactly what
the machine will do. Now, we have
eliminated layout time as well as the
manual time for cutting and grinding
and, therefore, improved accuracy.
Those are the benefits of having an
automated pipe cutting machine.”
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